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For a limited time only, receive all 5 of the above software publications for over 30% off list price (a savings of $50.00). Note: This special offer applies to this package only. No substitutions.

by Peter Freeman and Anthony I. Wasserman
Now in its fourth edition, this best-selling tutorial has been revised and expanded to reflect the latest developments and ideas in the field. Intended for both beginning and experienced designers, analysts, and managers needing a broad introduction to software engineering methods, this tutorial incorporates new material found to be of exceptional interest to a wide audience.
Contents: Introduction • Analysis Techniques • Specification Methods • External Design • Architectural Design Techniques; Process View • Architectural Design Techniques: Data View • Detailed Design Techniques • Design Validation • Software Development Methodologies.
For continuity and use in professional and university courses, the tutorial retains the titles of previous editions.

by Glen D. Bergland and Ronald D. Gordon
In this revised edition, Bergland and Gordon focus on aspects of software design that have a direct effect on the structure of a final program. Several major design strategies are developed and compared.
Contents: Software Project Management • Software Design Strategies • A Structured Programming; The Jackson Design Methodology; The Warnier-Orr Design Methodology; Data Flow Design; The Programming Calculus; Program as Processes; Comparison and Summary • Programming Environments
Also includes 31 papers, an extensive bibliography, and permuted title index.

3. Software Management (2nd Edition)
by D. J. Reifer
This tutorial is designed to provide managers with the basic theories, tools, techniques, and skills of software management.
Contents: Introduction • Planning • Organizing • Staffing • Directing • Controlling • Management and Technology • Case Studies
The 61 reprints amplify important theories, tools, and techniques, and discuss ways of getting a job done. Both military and commercial systems are treated, and an annotated bibliography is provided.

4. Software Maintenance
by G. Parikh and N. Zveginicz
Software maintenance, the work done on a software system after it becomes operational, consumes at least half of all technical and management resources expended in the software area. This tutorial features 31 papers by thirty-seven leading authorities.
Contents: The World of Software Maintenance • Understanding Software • The Modification of Software • The Evolution of Software • The Death of Software • The Management of Software Maintenance
Also includes a comprehensive annotated bibliography, and full indexes to names and topics which help to make this tutorial an indispensable reference tool for practitioner and researcher alike.

by Edward Miller and William E. Howden
Reflecting the recent advances in the field of software testing and validation, this revised edition contains 22 reprints, 12 of which did not appear in the first edition.
Contents: Introduction • Theoretical Foundations • Static • Analysis—Tools and Techniques • Dynamic Analysis—Tools and Techniques • Effectiveness Assessment • Management and Planning • Research and Development
Intended for practitioners and researchers, as well as students, each section of the book has been updated to extend the depth as well as the breadth of the material presented.
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